CORD Community

ON.LAB

SERVICE PROVIDER PARTNERS
at&t
China unicom
NTT Communications
SK telecom
verizon

VENDOR PARTNERS
Alcatel-Lucent
ciena
Cisco
Ericsson
Fujitsu
Intel
Huawei
NEC

COLLABORATORS
10+ Companies

VOLUNTEERS
CORD Community: Collaborators/Contributors
Partnership with Key Industry Organizations

- **BBF Next Gen Broadband Use Cases**
  - Use Cases/Requirements
  - Open Source Implementations
  - Input to Specifications

- **MEF Next Gen Enterprise Use Cases**
  - Use Cases/Requirements
  - Open Source Implementations
  - Input to Specifications

- **CORD Open Reference Implementation**
MEF and E-CORD Collaboration

- OpenCS and OpenLSO for dynamic/agile, assured, and orchestrated Third Network Services
- E-CORD POC Demonstrations & OpenCS Reference Builds
- E-CORD Integration with MEF LSO
- MEF LSO Hackathons with E-CORD
- Initial focus - CE 2.0, evolution to IP services and beyond
Speakers: Leading Service Providers

Tom Anschutz
DTM, AT&T
Key Architect for D2
20+ Years in Telecom

Kang-Won Lee
SVP R&D, SK Telecom
In charge of SDN at SKT
IT + Telecom

Gagan Puranik
Director, Planning, Verizon
Leader in Mobile Wireless

Xiongyan Tang
Chief Technologist
China Unicom
20+ Years in Telecom
Speakers: ON.Lab and System Integrators

Larry Peterson
Chief Architect, ON.Lab
Professor, Entrepreneur

Zsolt Haraszti
CTO Blue Planet, Ciena
20+ Year in Telecom Software

Bryan Sadowski
VP Product Marketing, Radisys
20+ Years in Telecom